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### Rule Change Intent

The FEI has made rule changes to the exercises that are performed during compulsories for 3* Individual tests. We must align with these changes to keep our athletes current with the new exercises.

### Proponent Details

**Vaulting**

### Contact Information

Michelle McQueen  
mmcqueen@usef.org

### Comments

**Vaulting**
VA119 Compulsories

1. For 3*Individual Event, all exercises are performed without interruption. Vaulter must perform all Compulsory exercises as follows:

   a. Vault On
   b. Flag
   c. Mill
   d. Scissors Forward
   e. Scissors Backward
   f. Stand
   g. Flank 1st Part *Mill back to seat astride*
   h. Flank 2nd Part *Swing off to Outside from seat astride*